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a call to resist illegitimate authority

BANKING ON
SOUTH AFRICA

THE POLITICS OF
FOOD IN CAMBODIA

BILL HARTUNG

JOHN PILGER

A recent Resist grant went to the Campaign to Oppose
Bank Loans to South Africa.

This article is reprinted from the October 12, 1979 issue
of the British publication, New Statesman, which has
carried several useful articles by John Pilger on the aid
and refugee situation in Southeast Asia.

The Campaign to Oppose Bank Loans to South
Africa (COBLSA) gained new impetus in late July as
representatives of 12 local committees from the United
States, Canada, and England met in Minneapolis to
discuss their organizing experiences and to plan a coordinated strategy for the next nine months. Activists
from California, Oregon, Seattle, Minnesota, Chicago,
Rochester (New York), New York City, Philadelphia,
Washington, DC, Toronto, Montreal, and England
attended, along with representatives of the American
Committee on Africa and Clergy and Laity Concerned,
the two sponsoring organizations for the campaign in
North America. Reports of recent organizing efforts by
local committees served as a basis for discussion of how
to strengthen the campaign and broaden its base of
support.
NEW VICTORIES
"More than $127 million has been withdrawn from
banks lending to South Africa," reported Dumisani
Kumalo, campaign coordinator and exiled black South
African journalist, in his summary of the campaign's
achievements to date. Important new victories for the
campaign in Oregon, Montreal, and California were
described in detail by local organizers.
In Oregon, the state's largest bank, US National
Bank of Oregon, pledged to make no further loans of
any kind to or in South Africa and to sell its stock in the
Private Export Funding Corporation (PEFCO), a
consortium of banks and corporations that has financed
trade with South Africa. "This action by the bank is
clearly a response to pressure mobilized by the campaign, and it is the first time that a member bank has
ever decided to withdraw from PEFCO," stated Activist Marion Malcolm at the conference.
The Oregon campaign won its victory in a surprisingly short time. The first major public action came in early
(continued on page 2)

A debilitating malaise affects both the world's leading
international relief agencies, the International Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC) and the United Nations
Children's Fund, UNICEF. Cambodia has traumatized
them; their spokesmen no longer know what to say, for
what can they say? While every day hundreds of Khmer
children die from lack of the simplest things - powdered milk, rice, antibiotics, vitamins, anti-malarials the bureaucracies of the two agencies struggle to cover
their inaction and to create the illusion that they are
doing something.
For example, the ICRC's announcement on 27 September that the Phnom Penh government had acceded
to its 'programme' was a deception, aimed, no doubt, at
forcing the Cambodian authorities to accept the seemingly endless caravan of conditions, guarantees, political strings etc., that would roll into Cambodia behind
the 'neutral' services of the Red Cross. What it did force
was an official denial from Phnom Penh and a shoring
up of the deeply felt suspicion, in both Cambodia and
Vietnam, that the ICRC and UNICEF represent not
humanitarianism, but a Trojan horse.
This is a justifiable fear, because the culpable denial
of relief by the international agencies - culpable,
because they have representatives in Cambodia who
report the daily spectacle of death - accurately reflects
ror11i,111ed on page 4

The purpose of the NEWSLETTER is to support anct
report on Resist's grants and fund raising activities. It
also publishes short articles of general interest to the
left. Subscriptions to the newsletter are $5 per year. If
you haven't renewed your subscription for 1979, please
.do so soon. We are happy to send the newsletter free to
individuals or organizations who can't afford to subscribe.

ing to divest their funds from banks or corporations
involved in South Africa, and "special interest" leaflets
showing the connections between US corporate support
for apartheid and the nuclear industry, the attempts to
reinstitute the draft, and other issues.
In its function as a resource center, $BOA has helped
women employees of that Bank of America contact
union organizers, and it has assisted a community
health center, Clinica de la Raza, in setting up a credit
union. In turn, groups that have been helped in this way
will often support the campaign on a day of leafletting
or withdrawals. In $BOA's view the key to its continuing growth lies in understanding that the demand
for an end to US bank loans to South Africa can arise in
a way that complements other domestic and interQational struggles and respects the priorities that particular organizations and communities have set for
themselves.

(continued from pap I)

April of this ·year, when 18 organizations and 100
individuals withdrew accounts worth more than ·
$300,000 in protest of the bank's involvement in lending
to South Africa. By mid-June the campaign had won its
demands.
Marion Malcolm noted several key factors leading to
the victory. She said that because new, competing banks
are opening in Oregon, the bank was even more concerned with the effect of the campaign on its public
relations than it was with actual losses due to withdrawals. A second factor was the marginal importance
of the bank's involvement in lending to South Africa
relative to its total business. Also important was the
careful homework which had armed campaign representatives with extensive information about the bank's
operations and about the various ways in which credit
could be extended to South Africa and to corporations
involved there. This helped to impress the bank with the
seriousness of the campaign demands.
Finally and most importantly, the bank felt threatened by the campaign's growing links with labor unions.
Like most banks in the United States, US National Bank
of Oregon is not unionized, but in addition Oregon
activists had publicized the bank's use of non-union
contractors in the construction of one branch and the
renovation of another. US National Bank of Oregon's
statement on halting lending to South Africa and on
withdrawing from PEFCO came shortly before a meeting of the Lane County Labor Council in which bank
campaign activists had the votes to win pledges of union
withdrawals from the bank.

UNITING DEMANDS
Many local campaign representatives stressed the
importance of uniting with other groups opposed to
discriminatory or oppressive bank practices. Representatives from Washington, DC, Seattle, and California
noted the strength their campaigns had gained by joining with local chapters of Non-Intervention in Chile
(NICH) to demand an end to loans to South Africa and
Chile. Many of the same US banks that have participated in lending more than 3 billion dollars to South
Africa in recent years have also greatly increased their
loans to the Chilean junta. In 1978, private bank
lending to Chile reached $927 million. The D.C. bank
campaign has also expressed its solidarity with the
Sandinista movement in Nicaragua by exposing a $2
million loan by Riggs Bank to the regime of deposed
dictator Anastasio Somoza and by organizing a picket
against the bank in conjunction with Nicaragua support
groups.
The demand for an end to redlining, the bank practice
of denying home mortgage and home improvement
loans to specific neighborhoods (often on a racially
discriminatory basis) has been an important issue in
many local campaigns. Carolyn Long, of the D.C. bank

CALIFORNIA SUCCESSES
Stop Banking on Apartheid ($BOA), the California
chapter of the campaign, also reported several recent
successes. The passage of the Berkeley Responsible
Investment Ordinance in April marked the first time
that a city had been required by law to divest its funds
from banks lending to South Africa, and the action is
serving as a model for other cities. Similar initiatives are
likely to come to a vote in 12 California cities on their
next ballot. Another important step was taken when the
California Nurses Association committed itself in June
to withdrawing its $10 million dollar retirement account
from Wells Fargo Bank because of its loans to South
Africa.
The California actions offer an example of a sustained, creative campaign which has continued to reach
new people while operating in the home territory of
Bank of America, the largest bank in the United States.
$BOA has sought to serve as a resource center for the
broader movement for social change in the US. It has
not asked other groups to join it as a coalition but rather
hopes to call on other groups for specific support at
specific times. $BOA distributes alternative investment
packets with positive suggestions for organizations seek2

campaign said that information on Riggs Bank's redlining practices had often commanded the most immediate reaction from bank customers. The Minneapolis committee has been working closely with local antiredlining groups, and the New York committee, having
exposed the redlining practices of five New York-based
commercial banks, which are also lenders to South
Africa, has adopted the demand, "Redline South
Africa, Not New York. 11 Until recently anti-redlining
activity had focused exclusively on the activities of
savings banks. COBLSA has shown that commercial
banks are also involved. As the campaign progresses
more people are realizing that the same banks that drain
much needed funds from communities in the US also
supply funds in abundance to help maintain some of the
most repressive regimes in the world.
LABOR TIES

All the local bank campaign committees aim to build
ties with the labor movement, but the campaign against
Seattle First National Bank (SeaFirst) has achieved the
most direct cooperation to date. The United Food and
Commercial Workers recently formed in a merger of the
Retail Clerks International Union and the Amalgamated Meatcutters, has initiated a withdrawal campaign
against SeaFirst because of its refusal to bargain with
them as the legitimate representative of the bank's 4800
clerical employees. SeaFirst had previously had a company union, but in 1978 union members voted to
affiliate with the Retail Clerks, partially as a response to
attempts by the bank to break the union.
The significance of the campaign from the point of
view of the banking community was stressed by Patrick
M. Fahey, SeaFirst vice president for "public responsibility," who told Business Week, "Banking is a vast,
untapped group of unorganized workers. 11 Needless to
say, Mr. Fahey and his colleagues would like to keep it
that way.
The union has drawn support from the local American Friends Service Committee chapter, NICH, and
groups concerned with funding for conversion from
military to civilian production. These groups have
raised demands for an end to SeaFirst lending to South
Africa and Chile along with the union's demands, and
weekly pickets outside SeaFirst have helped inform
customers about bank policies.
Mike Young, head of the United Food and Commercial Worker's campaign against SeaFirst, has been very
receptive to the linking of the union issue with the
broader question of how the bank uses its funds. In
addition to helping to pass a resolution in the Seattle
council of churches calling on its members to withdraw
their funds from banks that lend to South Africa, he
spoke with Oregon trade unionists on the issue at the
invitation of local activists. The latest move against
SeaFirst was a vote in mid-July by the local AFL-CIO
executive council urging all its members and all SeaFirst
customers to withdraw their accounts from the bank.

COORDINATED ACTIONS PLANNED
Several important decisions were made at the Minneapolis meeting. Campaign members agreed to maintain the current demand for no more credit of any kind
to South Africa until genuine majority rule has been
achieved. It was agreed that the campaign should place
a high priority on supporting bank workers' struggles. It
was resolved that wherever possiple groups should work
with Chile solidarity organizations on a local basis to
raise common demands against bank loans to Chile and
South Africa. A commitment was made to expand
outreach among trade unions, black organizations,
students, religious organizations, and anti-redlining and
other community groups.
To help spread more widely the bank campaign's
message, plans were made for two national weeks of
coordinated action, November 11-16, and March 16-21.
In February, black history month, local bank campaign
groups will sponsor educational and cultural activities,
and Dumisani Kumalo, coordinator of the national
campaign, will make a speaking tour.

Bill Hartung is an active member of COBLSA in New
York. This article is reprinted from the September, 1979
issue of Southern Africa, which has consistently good
coverage on support activities in the U.S. for the
liberation struggles in Southern Africa. Subscriptions
are available for $10 a year from 17 West 17th St., New
York, NY 10011.
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continued from page 1

convoys .... Jacques Danois, a senior UNICEF man in
Bangkok, said, 'These stories are unfounded. The
distribution is very satisfactory. We do have control of
the relief and we are convinced that it is reaching
civilians.' Then why don't the agencies scuttle their
transparently political conditions and get on with saving
the Khmer people from extinction?
The answer lies in the obvious. Most of UNICEF's
budget comes from the US Government and UNICEF
and the ICRC have jointly formulated their grounded
Cambodia operation. For all its pretensions of neutrality, the Red Cross depends on mostly Western exchequers for its funds. 'If we run counter to the interests
of certain governments,' the ICRC official told me, 'we
run the risk of not getting any money.' This is only half
true; the timorous nature of the ICRC bureaucracy is

the twisted politics of the West toward Cambodia. The
aim of these politics is, as the Guardian outlined in a
perceptive leader on 25 September, ' . . . to structure aid
to Cambodia in such a way as to give minimum
legitimacy to Heng Samrin (the Phnom Penh government) and maximum help to Pol Pot. . . and to pursue
the unrealistic aim of using an army of aid officials in
Cambodia as a means of "internationalising" that
country and opening it up to Sihanouk.' In last Sunday's Observer, Brian Eads, the paper's Bangkok correspondent, quoted a relief official as saying that the
ICRC and UNICEF 'want absolute license, a radio
station, diplomatic status. They want powers and assurances that would make them more powerful than the
Government in Phnom Penh. It's easy to see how this is
unacceptable!'

/

--- ·---

On the surface, the ICRC's major demand - that it
be permitted to supply what is left of the Khmer Rouge
- might seem reasonable on strictly humanitarian
grounds. But in practice it is as much a fiction as the
United Nations 'recognition' of a non-existent Pol Pot
regime; and the ICRC knows it. When I asked a senior
ICRC man in Geneva if the Khmer Rouge had agreed to
all the demands imposed on Phnom Penh, he replied,
'No, of course not. We would have to do pretty much as
we're doing now: drop the stuff over the Thai border
and get out quickly.' Those who have glimpsed the
Khmer Rouge camps confirm that 'dropped' food is not
reaching the people, but feeding the Khmer Rouge
'black shits,' the most enduring fanatics of Pol Pot's
army of genocide. (These murderers are the 'government' to which Britain gave its vote at the United
Nations.)
One of the most anaemic excuses for not mounting an
aid programme - that food might be syphoned off to
the Vietnamese army - has been abandoned, probably
because tales of Vietnamese soldiers harassing supply

also a major factor. If Geneva simply decided to go
ahead and to save lives, public opinion in Western
countries would support its efforts and the politicians
would follow. The British Government last Saturday
announced that it would give 4 million pounds sterling
to Cambodia, mostly via the ICRC and UNICEF; and
public opinion was undoubtedly the catalyst.
There is a disquieting side to the ICRC 'appeal.'
There has been no indication that the relief agencies
have modified their intransigence on the conditions I
have outlined, or that any agreement has been reached
with Phnom Penh. I put this to a veteran relief agency
official, who has followed the Cambodia tragedy with
deepening melancholy. He said: 'We are holding our
breath. The Red Cross and UNICEF are going ahead,
fully aware of the obstruction that lies ahead and t~at it
is of their making. They also know that they are causing
attitudes to harden in Phnom Penh and that there is the
4

Last week Robert MacNamara, the head of the World
Bank, said that political strings demanded by the
American government were preventing food aid from
reaching one and a quarter million people throughout
the world. He made special mention of Vietnam which,
although itself on the edge of famine, is also attempting
to feed Cambodia. Coming from MacNamara, a former
Defence Secretary and an LBJ hawk, this statement has
particular credibility and confirms the effectiveness of
the most powerful weapon in America's armoury: the
denial of food. And nowhere is that weapon more lethal
than in once deliciously obscure and bountiful Cambodia, whose neutrality was destroyed by American
bombs.
I sat last Sunday in a film editing room above Berwick
Street in Soho watching some of the 12 hours of footage
which director David Munro and I brought back from
Cambodia for an ATV documentary (and which, incidentally, the ACTT have given us dispensation to
make). The images of dying, crying, starving children
are so horrific that I suggested that viewers may not be
able to 'take it': that we should delete some of them.
But we are not going to do that; for those eyes set in
faces that are almost skulls, which still bring tears to
those of us who filmed them, will indict every accessory
to their preventable death: every relief agency man who
makes his craven excuses for doing nothing, every
impeccable politician and foreign policy bureaucrat who
never sees such children and participates, in however
minor a role, in the 'filthy affair' that is the denial of
food and medicines for political reasons. All the
children in our film are now dead.

possibility of a confrontation. What they are trying on
is "gunboat relief." It's so dammed cynical. There are
even breathless stories in Geneva about the possibility of
"our planes being shot at." I pray that all this is not
true, that an informal agreement we don't know about
has been reached. But I have to say that in all the years I
have been in the business of helping people in distress, I
have never known such a filthy affair.'
The purely political question of who is seen to be
governing Cambodia remains at the root of why the
relief agencies have pursued the fiction of 'two sides'
and have allowed thousands to starve during the three
months since the Phnom Penh government appealed for
relief. (A whole month passed before the ICRC replied.)
In 1970 Western governments rushed to recognise the
Lon Nol military regime, even though it administered
only the towns and highways, because Lon Nol complied with the West's (that is, America's) strategic
interests in the region. The relief agencies followed suit.
The Heng Samrin government administers the towns,
the highways and most of the countryside. But the
West, in defiance of the tradition of basing recognition
on the control of territory, refuses even de facto recognition, because it was brought to power with help from
Vietnam. As Evan Luard, a member of the UN Human
Rights Commission, pointed out in the Guardian last
week: 'When another brutal regime was overthrown in
an exactly similar way in Uganda earlier this year we
(and the UN) recognised it immediately, even while
foreign forces remained on Ugandan soil and while
fighting continued.'
One of the most depressing aspects to this 'filthy
affair' is the inexorable drift back to an atmosphere
similar to that which burdened South East Asia in the
early Sixties. Under the here-we-go-again headline,
UNCLE SAM ARMS THE THAIS, the current Newsweek reports:
The US is pouring arms into Thailand ... Washington's
arms sales to Bangkok add up to 400 million dollars so
far this year, about four times the average of recent
years. The Pentagon is jumping Thailand to the head of
the line for deliveries of N-48 Patton tanks, anti-tank
missiles, mortars and M-16 rifles.
Of course, the difference between the 1960s and 1979 is
that America has a new and powerful friend in the
region, China. From 23 October the airspace over the
Gulf of Tonkin will be 'dangerous,' according to a
Peking announcement. The Chinese are conducting
naval and air manoeuvres within sight of Haiphong,
Vietnam's most important port and its only intact
industrial centre. The Vietnamese expect a Chinese
attack from the sea at the end of the month. Once again,
they are beleaguered, militarily and economically. If
they pull out of Cambodia, they will be exposed on the
west and the Chinese surely will try to re-install Pol Pot;
if they stay in Cambodia, they will be outlawed internationally and the West's embargo on them will continue to have the precise effect of forcing them deeper
into the arms of the Soviet Union.

THE RESIST PLEDGE SYSTEM
The most important source of our income is monthly
pledges. Pledges help us to plan ahead by stabilizing
our monthly income. In addition to receiving the newsletter, pledges get a monthly reminder letter, containing
some news of recent grants. If you would like to learn
. more, drop us a note. Or - take the plunge! - and fill
out the handy form below.
Yes. I would like to be a Resist pledge for

•

$5/month

0 SIO/month

[1 $50/monlh

• ___ (other)

D 525/month
D I enclose my check for $_ __ •
Name
Street
City _ __ _ _ _ __...tate_ __ _ ___.Zip_ _
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THE SOUTH AFRICAN NUKE
DA V/D KAPLAN

With a flash of light over the
South Atlantic, the government of
South Africa let the world know it
has the Bomb. To be sure, the South
Africans maintain a pretense that
the September 22 flash might have
been something else - a Soviet sub
accident, they suggest, or perhaps
an unusual meteorological occurrence. But the pretenses are hardly
to be taken seriously. South Africa
has a nuclear capability and has
been preparing to test it for some
time.
In August 1977, using satellite observations, the Soviet Union confirmed the existence of a nuclear
testing site in South Africa's Kalahari Desert. The Soviet announcement seemed to force the hand of
the U.S. government, for the U.S.
then announced its satellites confirmed the Soviet information.
Striking a pose of disapproval,
the U.S. first placed shipments of
enriched uranium going to South
Africa under strict supervision. Enriched uranium is the stuff that
bombs are made of and is also
necessary for energy generation and
research purposes. The stricter supervision was supposed to assure it
was used only for non-military purposes. However, after a short time,
the shipments were entirely suspended, pending U.S. discussion
with South Africa over the latter's
refusal to sign the Nuclear NonProliferation Treaty.
Suspension of shipments, it
seems, was a bit like the proverbial
closing of the barn door after the
horse has gone. "South Africa will
make its own enriched uranium,"
trumpeted the government-run radio. And a U.S. government spokesperson admitted that stopping the
shipments could at most temporarily
delay the South Africans' nuclear
program. South Africa, with the
help of West Germany, is well along

on the road to having its own uranium enrichment plant.

~ilie~~rmm ~ilie

~~h

African Atomic Energy Board, Dr.
Am pie Roux, said a few months
ago: "We need very little assistance
from overseas in the nuclear field,
and there are hardly any developments we cannot undertake on our
own." This situation, it turns out,
comes courtesy of the U.S. government and its allies.
,·,TRAINING AND ASSISTANCE
WILLINGLY PROVIDED"
''We can ascribe our degree of
advancement today in large measure
to the training and assistance willingly provided by the United States
of America during the early years of
our nuclear program .... " So says
Dr. Roux.
The story goes back to 1950, when
the U.S. and Britain formed the
Combined Development Corporation which agreed to provide the
funds and technology for large-scale
uranium extraction and processing
plants to the South African Atomic
Energy Board. The U.S. and Britain
provided assistance because both
needed assured supplies of uranium
for the development of their nuclear
industries and arsenals. Over the
years, the U.S. purchased 43,000
tons of South African uranium, at a
cost of over $1 billion.
(The principal source of South
Africa's uranium was the gold
mines. Many mines, which might
otherwise have been forced to close
because they were running out of
gold, were given new life. Thus, the
development of the nuclear industry
in the U.S. was directly linked to
Apartheid. For the mines, with their
inhuman working and living conditions, are at the center of South
Africa's social system, and they
have provided the economic foundation for the survival of the South
6

African regime.)
The U.S. went on to provide
South Africa with its first nuclear
reactor, an experimental plant
known as Safari I. This reactor was
built by Wisconsin-based Allis Chalmers Corporation. Other organizations involved in the project included the U.S. government's Argonne, Brookhaven, and Oak Ridge
National Laboratories as well as the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Rochester University, the University of Illinois, and New York
University. Moreover, the U.S. has
provided the enriched uranium
needed to operate Safari I - an
amount of the stuff sufficient for
more than 15 nuclear bombs.
The personnel for South Africa's
nuclear program have also come via
the U.S. On the one hand, all of
South Africa's nuclear scientists and
engineers received their advanced
training in the U.S., mostly at Oak
Ridge. Their experience apparently
included developing the know-how
for the uranium enrichment process.
On the other hand, a number of
U.S. scientists have been recruited
to work in South Africa. One of
these was Dr. Sverre Kongelbeck.
When he retired as chief engineer of
the U.S. Navy's missile laboratory
in 1971, Kongelbeck went to seek
work in South Africa, where he told
the press: "I believe I could help
South Africa in the field of missiles,
radar and setellites. . . . It is God's
own country. I'm not bothered
about the racial situation."
And the tale continues. To operate a nuclear program, sophisticated
computers are needed - the type
· which, because of their potential
military applications, can be exported from the U.S. only with government permission. Enter the
Massachusetts-based Foxboro Corporation which in 1973 gained
Washington's approval and made
the South African sale.
Next came Westinghouse. Operating with French companies through
a consortium called Framatome,
Westinghouse provided the reactors
for South Africa's first nuclear
power plant, now under construe-

be able to export it. But the U.S.
and European countries, with their
own enrichment facilitlities, will not
provide the main market. South
Africa has close relations, including
military ones, with Taiwan, Israel,
and South Korea - all highly militarized states which have not been
admitted to the nuclear club by their
backers in Washington. Such countries will provide the principal
markets for the valuable enriched
uranium.

tion at Koeberg outside Capetown.
Westinghouse has also provided
much of the technical information
for the plant's construction.
(This past September, huge cracks
were found in the steam generating
vessels and reactors of some French
nuclear power plants using the same
materials as at Koeberg. Claims
made by the South African government that Koeberg "will be one of
the safest power plants anywhere"
are beginning to look a little thin.
You can be sure if it's Westinghouse?)

THE FINAL STAGE
All that South Africa now needs
to do to become a full-fledged nuclear power is to complete the development of its enrichment capability and its missile system.
The South African enrichment
process owes much to the U .$.trained scientists. The Foxboro
computers were specifically designated for the pilot enrichment plant
which is now operating. The French
and West Gemans, however, have
been most intimately involved with
the development of the enrichment
process. Likewise both these nations
have had a close association with

South African attempts to develop
sophisticated rocketry.
South Africa fired its first successful rocket as far back as December 1968, and it now operates two
missile testing ranges, one in Zululand and another in Namibia. In
addition, new frigates, acquired
from Israel and France, and new
French Mirage jets can all be
mounted with missiles. It appears
that South Africa's nuclear threat
extends to countries well beyond its
own immediate neighbors.
Like few other countries, South
Africa possesses an especially great
nuclear potential because of its huge
uranium reserves. It is currently one
of the world's major producers.
When its enrichment plant comes on
line, it will have the only such operation outside the "nuclear club''
countries, with the exception of a
West German plant based in the
Netherlands.
When South Africa is able to produce enriched uranium, it will also

THE IMMEDIATE THREAT
One need not look outside South
Africa itself, however, in order to
see an immediate threat arising from
that country's nuclear capability.
Recently, members of the African
National Congress (-the nation's
principal liberation movement) succeeded in stealing secret documents
from South African diplomats in
West Germany. The documents contained detailed plans for using nuclear weapons. Drawings showed
how nuclear explosions could be
carried out without affecting the
"populated areas." Only areas
where whites are settled are designated as "populated" in these
drawings.
One Dr. A. Visser, a prominent
member of the South African
Atomic Board, has proposed using
nuclear weapons against "loudmouthed Afro-Asiatic states."
South Africa underscored the threat
two days after the announcement
that it had tested a nuclear bomb.
According to the government of
Angola, South Africa (with conventional bombs) conducted air raids
against two Angolan cities hundreds
of miles from the border. Angola
brought the matter to the United
Nations. In the censure motion
before the Security Council there
were three abstentions - Britain,
France, and the United States.

David Kaplan was born in Rhodesia, and teaches at
UMass-Boston. This article is reprinted from the
December, 1979 issue of Dollars and Sense [$9 a year
from 38 Union Square, Somerville, MA 02143).
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If you wish to continue receiving the newsletter, don't forget to renew your subscription!

GRANTS
FARM LABOR ORGANIZING COMMITTEE
(714 1/2 S. Saint Clair St., Toledo, OH 43609).

COMMUNITY (128 S. 22nd St., Philadelphia, PA
19103).

The Farm Labor Organizing Committee (FLOC) has
been attempting to organize farmworkers in northwestern Ohio for eleven years now. Their main targets are
not the farmers themselves, but the large canning companies like Campbell's and Libby's that pay farmers
such a small price that they in turn have little margin to
pay higher wages. Last January FLOC announced a
consumer boycott against Campbell's Soup and Libby's, following a strike by 2000 migrant workers against
the same two companies, and more than 30 boycott
committees have been formed throughout the country.
The companies have responded by speeding mechanization of the harvest, and FLOC has organized another
strike. Resist's grant is to support the activities of the
boycott committees.

Community is a newspaper which covers neighborhood,
workplace, and movement grass roots organizing in
Philadelphia. The paper started in the summer of 1978,
and the active members of the paper are socialists. It is
put out by a volunteer staff of about ten people, and
appears every three weeks, with a circulation of 3-5000.
Resist's grant will help to publish one issue of the paper.
ABORTION ACTION COALITION (P .0. Box 2727,
Boston, MA 02208).
A little over a year ago, Resist helped to support the
publication of More Than a Choice: Women Talk
About Abortion. This well-written and attractivelyillustrated pamphlet uses an interview format to make
connections between abortion and other issues of reproductive and sexual freedom. Resist's grant is to support
a Spanish edition of this pamphlet.

9to5: ORGANIZATION OF WOMEN OFFICE
WORKERS (140 Clarendon St., Boston, MA 02116).
9to5 has been organizing women office workers in the
Boston area for more than 7 years. As much of Boston's
industry is now banking, insurance, education and
publishing, 9to5 addresses the needs of thousands of
women trapped in low-paying and dead-end jobs. Their
successes in Boston are part of a growing national
movement, and 9to5 joined with similar groups in
Cleveland and San Francisco to form Working Women,
a national assoclation of office workers. Resist's grant
helped support 9to5 attendance at the Working
Women's summer school, the organization's first national meeting.

DOWNTOWN DEVELOPMENT RESEARCH
COMMITTEE (1810 N. Talbot, Indianapolis, IN
46202).
The Downtown Development Research Committee grew
out of a NAM project to develop a booklet on who pays
for and who profits from the current efforts to redevelop downtown Indianapolis. Like other efforts
around the country to reclaim the downtown areas for
the benefit of middle and upper income residents, the
redevelopment of Indianapolis' central district will be at
the expense of the poor. Publication of a pamphlet
exposing downtown development is seen by the Research Committee as the first step in organizing people
to resist this process. Resist's grant is for general
support of this project.

MOBILIZATION FOR SURVIVAL (13 Sellers St.,
Cambridge, MA 02139).
The Boston chapter of Mobilization for Survival has
been very active in linking the struggles against nuclear
power and against nuclear weapons. To aid their public
speaking and outreach activities, Resist made a grant to
enable MFS to purchase a slide projector.

IMPULSE, (PO Box 92246, Milwaukee, WI 53202).

Impulse is an alternative newspaper published in Milwaukee, with a circulation of about 6,000. The main
purpose of the paper is to provide supportive coverage
for workers and rank-and-file groups and the majority
of the people who work on the paper are union members. The paper is sponsored by the Milwaukee Syndicalist Alliance, a loose "libertarian" grouping which
works to provide information about workers selfmanagement to the general public. Resist's grant is to
purchase equipment and pay for typesetting.
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